1. **Reduced touches:** Pakt™ automates 70% of the manual touches out of the pack-and-ship process.

2. **Lowered shipping costs:** Pakt™ uses sophisticated cartonization logic to determine the right box size yielding up to 93% space utilization of the shipping container.

3. **Increased throughput:** Pakt™ can process 10 cartons in the time it takes a manual packer to do one.

4. **Lowered training time:** Total ramp time is reduced with fewer people to train and a system-directed workflow.

5. **Improved SLAs:** Because Pakt™ can process, at a minimum, 600 cartons/hour, operations have the capacity to process last-minute orders that drop right before order cut-off time.

6. **Dimensional weight:** Pakt™ calculates the dimensional weight of your carton, allowing you to rate shop and eliminate chargebacks.

7. **Improved order accuracy:** Every order Pakt™ processes gets weighed to make sure the right products were picked. If the weight is off, orders are diverted to an exception lane.

8. **Customer Service:** Every carton gets a picture taken of its contents in the event there is a dispute as to what was packed into the box.

9. **Reduction in sorting errors:** Pakt validates sort to parcel carrier, to avoid the customer service nightmare of mis-shipping orders.

---

**RDS™ Real-time Distribution Software** is our modular and scalable Tier 1 Warehouse Execution and Control System (WES-WCS). RDS includes a complete family of software automation modules to control and manage technologies that streamline pick, pack, and ship order fulfillment. RDS software solutions have increased productivity and accuracy in thousands of demanding manufacturing and distribution operations. RDS has all the tools required to accelerate distribution performance at new and existing warehouse operations.